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CHAPTER I « INTRODUCTION

!
The discovery of nuclear magnetic resonance (n,m,r.) by HLoch^ |

1 2 fHansen and Packard , and by Purcell, Torrey and Pound in 1946 |
introduced to physics a powerful and very general tool for studying i

Imany varied properties of matter. In particular in solids n.m.r.
1can give information on such diverse properties as molecular motions, 1
;molecular structure, phase transitions, electronic structure, electron- U

nucleus interactions, spin diffusion, spin thermodynamics and many others!
! 
-I

relaxation times in several pure metals as a function of temperature, %
Dipolar relaxation times as well as the more usual Zeeman relaxation 4
times in Al, Cu, V, Cd, and Pt are reported. The general theory of §

5spin«lattice relaxation in metals was formulated by Hebei and Slichter ,
4 ^and less precisely by Anderson and Redfield . Both these groups ^

Iproduced measurements which conflicted with the predictions of the î'
-theory. This discrepancy has been investigated, v

This thesis is a record of an investigation of spin-lattice

The results reported here are compared with present theoretical !
.1predictions. The analysis leads to a correction of previously published 1

- ■ -.j

values of 6 , the ratio of the Zeeman to the dipolar relaxation time. I
Information is also obtained on electron-electron effects and the limits )■

" iof the applicability of the current theory of these effects, and on
■'V

the relative importance of the different electron-nuclear interactions f;
‘ j;

in some of the metals investigated, SI
a
■I



CHAPTER II « NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS
2.1. Introduction

Magnetic nuclei in a non-ferromagnetic metal in a magnetic field 
can interact in many ways with their surroundings. A nucleus 
experiences a large effect due to the external magnetic field and a 
smaller effect due to the field produced by all its magnetic neighbours. 
If it possesses a quadrupole moment electric field gradients in the 
metal will affect it. These interactions are not peculiar to metals. 
What is peculiar to metals is the effect of the conduction electrons 
on the nuclei through their hyperfine coupling, or through dipolar 
coupling. It is these particular phenomena which make n.m.r. such a 
useful technique for studying the properties of conductors.

All the effects mentioned in the above paragraph will now be 
introduced in greater detail as they all play a very important part in 
the theory of the experiments described in this thesis,
2.2. Basic Interaction

A nucleus with magnetic moment p when placed in a magnetic field 
H is described quantum mechanically by a very simple Hamiltonians

X  ~ -jp.H
Defining the z-direction to be along the field Ho leads to

X  = -YhHoi^
where y is the "gyromagnetic ratio," defined by the relationship

p = Y^l
Since p and I are parallel y is a scalar.

The eigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian are multiples of the 
eigenvalues of I^. The allowed energies are thus :
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These energies form a set of equally spaced levels, the separation

1 2between adjacent ones being y^Ho. It is well known  ̂ that these levels 1 

can be detected by applying an alternating magnetic field perpendicular
to the static field Ho and observing the absorption of energy when f;

%the frequency is such that c
tioi ™ yhHo I

or m = yHo Î
ÎThis absorption is known as nuclear magnetic resonance and the

frequency defined by the above equation is known as the Larmor frequency, i
■JAlthough the consideration of a single nucleus leads to a correct 

description of many systems, when dealing with solids all N spins
must be considered. If each spin has total angular momentum hi
the Hamiltonian which describes the interaction with an external 
magnetic field Ho whose direction is along the z-axis is given by:

1=1 '

This is known as the Zeeman Hamiltonian
2.5. Dipole-Dipole Interaction

From the above, the observation of the nuclear energy levels should
lead to a perfectly sharp absorption line. That this is not the case
is due mainly to the fact that each nucleus is not just in a static
magnetic field Ho but also in a magnetic field produced by all the
neighbouring nuclei. As this varies from nucleus to nucleus the
absorption frequency also varies leading to a broad spectral line.

The classical interaction energy E between two magnetic moments
p- and p_ separated by a distance r is

,M, 3(n, .r)(n .r)



Extending this to N spins leads to the dipolar Hamiltonian which has 
the forms

1 7  Y " '  r -J  ^ ( . H j ' I j k F j d k 'Z j k )
2 X_>----- L---- ~ —  -------E--------
js=1 k=l r r

This Hamiltonian can bé expressed in a more useful form by transforming
to spherical co-ordinates r, 0 ,cj> and writing and in component
form, using the raising and lowering operators 1^ and I to express
I and I . This gives X y 2T--— , y y ^

dd “ i /  — [ A + B  + C +  D +  E + P]
j,k Y k ’

Pwhere A = I . I, ( 1 - 5  oos 6 .,) jz kz" ^ jk''
B = 4  [ I j V  + Ij-l/] ( 1 - 3  o o s V p  

= -# [ h X z  + si*8jk°°s8 jke-"*jk

D = ~2 [ I j  Y z  ^ j z ^ k  ^

® “ -I sin^e.j^e-^^tîk

P = 4  Ij- 1 7  sin^Gjj^e^^tîk

Although this form looks more cumbersome than before it is much 
more useful for the computation of matrix elements. The principal 
terms of the dipolar Hamiltonian are the A and B terms which commute 
with the Zeeman Hamiltoniam. Since commuting terms cannot exchange 
energy the two Hamiltonians would be completely decoupled but 
for the terms C, D, E and F which do not commute with and lead 
to a small energy exchange between the two systems.
2.4. Quadrupole Interaction

A nucleus with spin greater than ^ possesses a quadrupole moment 
which interacts with electric field gradients to produce a
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perturbatlon of the nuclear energy levels. The quadrupole Hamiltonian 
has the form

when the electric field gradient has axial symmetry along the z-axis,
Q is the quadrupole moment of the nucleus and q is the field gradient
defined by ^ 2^

= — 2
0 z

When the magnetic interaction is much larger than the quadrupole
5coupling it can be shown , using first order perturbation theory, 

that the centre of the resonance is not shifted but satellite lines 
appear due to energy levels other than being shifted. When these

6satellites are not resolved they produce a broadening of the resonance , 
In a metal having cubic symmetry there should be no electric 

field gradients at the nucleus and hence no quadrupole effects.
However, defects or impurities in the crystal lattice will lead to 
field gradients so an imperfect cubic metal will have a broader 
resonance than a perfect crystal.
2.5. Electron Spin Interaction

The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of an electron 
with the nucleus can be written as

\ r r r y
this includes the coupling,between the nucleus and the orbital
angular momentum of the electron, dipole-dipole coupling between
the nucleus and an electron (zero for electrons with spherically
symmetric wave functions), and the hyperfine contact coupling
which is only non-zero for electrons with a finite probability of



being at the nucleus i.e. s- type electrons.
Some of the features peculiar to metals caused by this

Hamiltonian will now be considered separately.
2.5*1° Knight Shift

It is found that the resonance frequency for nuclei in a metal 
is usually higher than the resonance frequency for the same nuclei

7in an insulator in the same magnetic field , This frequency shift 
is called the Knight shift. It is caused mainly by s-type electrons. 
These electrons have a net polarization due to the external field 
and since they have a probability density at the nucleus, this 
polarization acts as an extra magnetic field at the nucleus. Thus 
the field required for resonance is lower than the field required 
for resonance in an insulator. The contact interaction is also 
responsible for the Knight shift due to core polarization^.
The spin-up and spin-down core electrons are affected differently by 
the net polarization of the conduction electrons so the core electrons
gain a net polarization themselves which appears at the nucleus as
another extra field. In this case the shift can be either positive 
or negative depending on the character of the conduction electron 
wave functions.

Electrons with other than s -type character can also cause a 
Knight shift through their dipolar coupling to the nuclei^, but 
only in non-cubic metals. This frequency shift depends on the angle 
between Ho and the crystalline axes so in a metal powder this anisotropy 
gives rise to an asymmetric broadened resonance line.

The coupling between the nuclei and the electron orbital angular
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momentum also causes a frequency shift via the orbital magnetism^. 
This contribution is isotropic,

Detailed calculations of these Knight shifts can be found in 
many sources. Briefly the method is to start from the electron- 
nuclear coupling and compute, using first order perturbation theory, 
the energy due to this coupling using a wave function Vp which 
is a product of the many particle wave functions and ^  ̂  of 
the electron and the nucleus. In the case of the contact interaction 
the energy computed is equivalent to the nucleus being in an extra 
magnetic field ZSh given in magnitude by-ÿ (|”k<o)|Lx:
and acting in such a way as to aid the external field Ho.

2 \f is the density at the nucleus of s -type electrons 
EP 8

on the Permi surface and ^  is the Pauli paramagnetic spin i
3susceptibility. v

2.5*2. Exchange Interaction i--------------------------------- :--------  q

The spin density of the electron gas around a non-zero nuclear 4
moment is not uniform. The presence of the magnetic moment at a %

■3
lattice site makes that site more favourable for an electron of x
parallel moment. This is achieved by mixing in states of different 
wave number so that they interfere constructively at the nucleus.
Going away from the nucleus these states get out of phase and 7
produce beats or oscillations in the spin density. The range of ,i
such a rearrangement is such that the electron cloud round a 
neighbouring nucleus is affected and this in turn interacts with its
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nucleus. When averaged over the conduction electron states the net 
effect is thus a nucleus-nucleus coupling via the electrons.

The calculation of this effect is similar to. the calculation of the 
Knight shift- in that one starts with the electron-nuclear coupling and 
applies perturbation theory, in this case second order theory, to reduce th)

'thcoupling to an effective interaction. Considering only s-state coupling H
$

on two nuclei I. and we have;—1 d

K n  = T  L  4  6  ) + 7 2 ^ 7 % '

The use of a total wave function composed of electron and nuclear 
functions to compute the second order energy shift due to this
Hamiltonian leads to an effective Hamiltonian of the form

[singk^R-2k^Rcos2k^R]
K f t  ' V “ > RT i r L

Xex
In arriving at this expression the assumption is made of spherical
energy surfaces, an effective mass m* and the equality of

R(®) to
V ° ’

4 /since it is only when k ~ k kF
that this produces a large contribution.

From the above it can be seen that the range of the interaction
is greater for atomsis relatively large. Also, because 

with large atomic numbers the coupling will become larger for the 
heavier elements. In fact in many cases it greatly exceeds the 
direct dipolar coupling.

In solids the main manifestation of tRis interaction is its 
effect on resonance linewidth or on a related measurement known

' ï X i î . n, o



1
. 9.  I

12 "
as the ’’second moment" . When all the magnetic nuclei are identical 1

1
the line is narrowed and the wings are enhanced leaving the second 1

moment unchanged. If the nuclei are not identical the second moment J
is increased and the resonance curve is broadened. This gives rise t

I'to the terms "exchange narrowing" and "exchange broadening". |
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CHAPTER III « SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION
5 .1. Introduction

When nuclei are coupled to each other much more strongly than
15with the lattice it is well established that the strong 

coupling establishes a common temperature for the spins. This 
common temperature is established in a characteristic time, T^, 
know as the spin-spin relaxation time. If the temperature of the 
spins is different from the lattice temperature the weak lattice 
coupling will cause the spin temperature to change towards the 
lattice temperature with a time constant T^, the spin-lattice 
relaxation time. Because the nuclear system is describable by a 
single parameter, T^, it is reasonable to make the assumption that
the recovery of the system towards equilibrium will be governed by

T̂  accord 
dp 1

a single time constant T  ̂ according to the relation

dt ■ T^ (P“”Po) (5 .1)

where p = and |3o - T^ and T^ being the temperatures of the
8 L

spins and the lattice respectively. This assumption can be shown 
to be implicit in the assumption of a spin temperature,

5 .2. Derivation of Hebei-Slichter T  ̂ Formula
The relaxation time, T^, or more strictly the relaxation rate,

1— , for a system describably by a spin temperature has been 
1

calculated for a general relaxation mechanism by Hebei and
111Slichter who generalised a similar calculation by Gorter.

Consider a system of nuclear spins whose Hamiltonian, X  ,



«=11.

has eigenvalues E^, and in which the fractional occupation of state 
n is p^o (Thus n designates a state of the total system, rather than 
the energy of a single spin.) Since we require that the spins occupy 
at least one of the states n we must have

Ç p „  = 1 ■ 3.2
The average energy of the system, Ë, is then

Ê = Ç p ^ E ^  3.3
The relaxation rate is found by considering changes in the 

average energy, ^  , by two different methods and equating the
resultant expressions

and also

M  ̂  M  £Êdt dp'dt 5 .4

S  = l t E p A = E v f e. n n
Assuming that the p^’s obey simple linear rate equations and
introducing as the probability per second that the lattice
induces a transition of the system from m to n if the system is in
state m, the rate equation is

dp
ar = E _ ( p „ \ n - P n V  ■ 5.6m

This leads to
F Y— ’■ 

m,n

= - Pn\m)(V®m> 5-7m mn n nm n m' m,n
Since the system is always describable by a temperature

m
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When the spins are in equilibrium with the lattice,the transitions 
between every pair of levels are in equilibrium. The principle 
of detailed balance says that

p = p 3.9•̂ m mn n nm ^
or that

3 - 1 0
Ju

Pm

By substituting equations (3 .8 ) and (3 .IO) into equation (3*7) 
we find that

g  ̂  1*
dt m,n

Now -PE

To derive another expression for —  requires that we evaluate

n n
-PE.

?  2 _ . \  3 - ^ 3\  onn n “ 
n

Combining (3.4) with (3.1)) gives the required expression for ^

-rŸ'-
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This is then equated to with (3.12) substituted to give
finally for the relaxation rate

\  'W (E -E 
, Z — I mn' m^ Z.— » n n

This is the Hebel-Slichter formula for ~ o
1

3 .3 » Relaxation of Nuclei in a Metal
In a metal the lattice, or infinite capacity thermal reservoir, 

with which the nuclear spin system is in contact, consists of 
the conduction electrons. It has been shown that the first order 
effect of the electron-nucleus coupling is to produce an extra 
magnetic field at the nucleus which shifts the resonance frequency. 
This extra field is the time average of the fluctuating fields 
caused by the motion of the electrons. This fluctuating field 
can cause nuclear transitions and so will cause the nuclei to 
relax towards equilibrium. If it is the same interaction which 
gives rise to the Knight shift and the relaxation mechanism it is 
not unreasonable to expect some simple relationship between the 
two effects.

For coupling to the conduction electrons we have a nuclear
spin system initially in some state m going to a final state n
and simultaneously there is an electron transition from a state of

1 1wave vector k, and spin orientation s, to a state k , s , 
Considering only s-state coupling the probability of this 
happening is obtained by treating this as a scattering problem.
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The elementary probability is:
m , , 1 1  2%mks,nk's' = — (mks| v| nk^ ŝ  )

where Qti . 2.V = Y ft 1.8 S(r)3 'e'n

V  = f  ( % V n ^ ^ ) ^ & | S ( r p ) |  kb(k'|8 (r^)|k)p o q

X [(m(lp(n),(sls|s' )][(s^ |s| s).(n(I^|m)]S(E^-E^)

where I and I are two nuclear spins separated from the electron -P -q
by r , r . For the electron wave function a product of a spin—p —q

üc *tfunction and a Bloch function is used, U^(r)e . The total
probability per second of nuclear transitions is obtained by
adding up the m ~‘‘’s for all initial and final electron states, mn
This gives

Ew = > O) mn / , nn
ks occupied 
k^s^ unoccupied 
1 1The restrictions on ks and k s can be removed by introducing the 

quantity p^^, which is defined to be unity if ks is occupied; 
zero otherwise. This gives

V  ^  %n

By averaging this equation over an ensemble of electron systems, 
p^^ is simply replaced by the Fermi function to give

1 l)]k, 8 k s
k’.i'
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The summation over k and k̂  can be replaced by an integral by
defining a density of states function p(Eîĵ ). The total probability

~5 ■3 1is then found by integrating over d"̂ k and d k , and summing over
1

the spin states |s) and |s ). The assumption of high lattice 
temperature arid a spherical Fermi surface leads finally to

\ n  = & p q ' “t p F ) - " t q h )  p^q ^
with g

■pq = f’'̂ Ŵ(K(°)p)j -5-’5
F I F pq/

a

where k^ is the Wave number at the Fermi surface and^(Ep) is 
the density of states at the Fermi surface.

Substituting W in the Hebel-Slichter formula (3.14) gives

i_ Tr(Ko,i ].[Ko.i ])M E.- "

where Xo is the total nuclear Hamiltonian and Tr stands for 
"the sum of the diagonal matrix elements,"
3 .3 .1. Relaxation in.High Field

The dominant term in the nuclear Hamiltonian in a large 
magnetic field is the Zeeman Hamiltonian, That it to say most 
of the energy of the nuclear spin system is in the form of Zeeman 
energy. A large field in this context means Ho much greater than 
the field produced at one nucleus by its neighbours. Substituting 
)(g in (3 .1 6) and neglecting for p^q since these terms are 
much smaller than aoo gives
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1_______

a<

Tftu. A W < | « , ( 0 ) ‘̂y P^(E J k T  3.17

The quantity |̂̂ ]̂ (())| y also appeared in the expression for the 
Knight shift

s
e ' 3 . 1 8

These expressions have been arrived at by assuming a non-interacting
electron gas. This same model gives for the electron spin susceptibility

Y
' x : o = - v - P o ( v  3-^9

where po(E^) is the total density of electron states in energy.

Combining (3.17), (3*18) and (3.19) gives the expected simple
relationship between the Knight shift and the relaxation time.

Y
T^T(^)^ = ( y - f  = constant

 ̂n
1 5This expression was first derived by J. Korringa and is known as

the Korringa relation. When many body effects in the electron gas 
16W^re allowed for this became

" /(eoP(Bp)

It will be shown in chapter 6 that this formula is not correct.
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3 .3 .2 . Relaxation In Low Field
When the external field is reduced to such a value that spin-

spin interactions are comparable to the Zeeman Interaction a more
general nuclear Hamiltonian must be substituted in the relaxation
equation (3 .1 6). We will consider a Hamiltonian consisting of a
Zeeman component X» in section (2.2), a spin-spin coupling
Hamiltonian X = X -, 1 + X as in sections (2 .3 ) and (2 .5 ,2 .), ss : dd ex \ f \ ^ 9

and a quadrupole component X_' as in section (2,4). Neglecting aQ PQ1 7where p /s' q as before gives :
+ 2TrK

—  = aoo ---- - 2------ " 2  - T -  3 . 2 2

This leads to some interesting conclusions.
In zero field where X_ = 0, in the presence of only a dipolar

Hamiltonian
T
—  = 6 = 2TIdd

If we have only a quadrupolar Hamiltonian then

> = 3
IQ

When both interactions are present the ratio should lie between 2 and 
3 , the actual value depending on the relative strengths of the 
couplings.

These conclusions are based on the assumption of the incoherence 
of local field, that is the field due to an electron at one nucleus 
is uncorrelated to the field at another nucleus. This assumption is 
implicit in the neglect of a when p X q - When these terms are 
included the conclusions are altered very little, the only difference
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being that
\ z

^Idd
5 >-vy2 .01 for most metals

By including the a terms we have allowed for the fact that thepq
electrons are not localised but have wavelengths which are comparable 
to the interatomic distance. Thus we are allowing for overlap 
but are still making the assumption that thhe electrons are non- 
interacting.

A theoretical treatment of 6 , allowing for electron-electron
18interactions^ has been given by Wolff . Using a delta function to 

represent the interaction he related the electron spin correlation 
function to the non-local electron spin susceptibility. His 
expressions may be summarised;

5 = 2 4 - 6  (in the case of dipolar relaxation alone)
5 = 2 - 2e (in the case of exchange relaxation alone)

where 6 v- h

r being the distance between two nuclei, j and k, and K beingjk
given by ^

sin(qx ) (1  ~af(q)) ^dq

I
K - y — ---   3 .2 5

^ q(l -af(q')) dq
'0

where q = Q/2k^, Q, being the amplitude of the wave vector in the 
susceptibility function; x^^ = 2k^r _  ̂ kp being the wave number at 
the Fermi surface; a is an enhancement parameter proportional to the 
strength of the electron-electron interactions; and
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f(q) - ̂ [^ In (Y ~ ^ )] is the q-dependent factor in the real
part of the susceptibility of a non-interacting electron gas.
This expression is valid only for metals whose Fermi surface is
almost spherical and is contained in the first Brillouin zone.
Before applying this formula a value of a must be found by comparing
the calculated free electron susceptibility with the measured or

1 ̂theoretical value of the actual susceptibility.
The difference in 6 between the two forms of the spin-spin 

coupling, dipolar and exchange, can be seen by evaluating equation 
(3.16) in full. The only non-zero traces when a Hamiltonian bi-linear 
in spins is used are;

Tr[K,l7  , Tr[K,I„]^ Tr[H, I , ] [)(,Ip]

Tr[K,Ip][X-IJ , Tr[K,I ][K,I ]
" ™^w'2 “ ■®'11 m_\/2 ■ ®'12TtK TrX^ '2 TrX

When X

Id
When X  = = AI^.Ig

■ ■ an ■ 'ex ex
Noting that ^  = a

1z ̂ . 2 , .
Idd

= 2 - 2  —  = 2 - 2 e
. lex - ; , ,,, ......
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:In the unlikely occurence of complete correlation between local y 
fields a^g would equal a^^ and we would have 5 = 3 for dipolar relaxation.y 
and 6 = 0 for exchange relaxation. The fact that the exchange relaxation, 
time becomes very long in the presence of correlations can be seen

■from the form of the exchange coupling, I I . If the electron 
field at nucleus 1 is the same as at nucleus 2 the nuclei will be 
flipped simultaneously. This means the angle between them does not 
change so their energy is constant.

I
3.3*3* other Relaxation Mechanisms j

Although the contact hyperfine interaction is the most important %?.
relaxation mechanism in most metals there are exceptions where other 
mechanisms can dominate. Just as other interactions can cause a
frequency shift these same interactions can cause relaxation. Thus -r

I
it is possible to have relaxation via a core-polarization interaction,
via a dipolar interaction to non s-type electrons, or via an orbital
interaction. All these relaxation times are related to the corresponding?!

■:frequency shifts by Korringa-like relations except the orbital
1interaction. Ey
-When there is no correlation between neighbouring local fields y
y

the value of Ô is independent of the relaxation mechanism, that
7value being 5%2.. In the presence of correlations present theories |
J

deal only with relaxation by the contact hyperfine interaction. It 
is possible that the value of 8 would be modified if other relaxation iprocesses were considered. e
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3*^. Methods of Measuring

All references to in the previous section (3.3) have implied
that this is the value of T ̂ measured in zero field. This is true, 
but a more general description of T would be the relaxation time 
for the return of the dipolar energy reservoir to equilibrium.
In high field most ̂ of the spin energy is in the Zeeman system since 
this represents an interaction of about 1 tesla; as opposed to the 
dipolar interaction of about 10"^ teslas,, Thus usually it is not 
possible to see a signal from the dipolar energy bath. All 
measurements of T reqqire firstly a method of transferring energy 
from the large Zeeman reservoir to the dipolar reservoir, and secondly 
a method of detecting this energy in order to follow the variation 
with time.

3 4The first measurements of T^^^ were performed using a 
field cycling technique. This involved polarizing the spins for 
a long time in high field to ensure a large Zeeman energy bath 
then adiabatically demagnetising into zero field to transfer order 
into the dipolar system. After a known time the sample was 
remagnetised, again adiabatically, to transfer the remaining 
dipolar energy back into Zeeman energy. The signal obtained on 
remagnetising depended on the amount of relaxation in zero field so 
giving a measure of T^^, Because of the times required to switch 
large magnetic fields only times longer than about one hundred 
milleseconds could be measured in this way.

All subsequent measurements were made in high field. A common
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Itechnique is one very similar to the method above except that the spins S

20 21 22 '̂are adiabatically demagnetised to zero field in the rotating frame  ̂ ^
7by switching off an r.f. field. The amount of order in the dipolar E
'-7:■system is observed by adiabatically switching the r.f. field back y
Ion then switching off suddenly. The height of the resulting yIJ

induction decay is a measure of the energy of the dipolar spins. 1
23Another method, introduced by Jeener and Brockaert Involves a ■ ;(

double pulse sequence to transfer order irreversibly from the Zeeman E
Îsystem to the dipolar system, 7

7Consider a spin system whose Hamiltonian consists of a Zeeman part,
Xgf and a dipolar part, which can be divided into a part,
which commutes with and a part, which does not commute with y

■J;
X * The total Hamiltonian is thenz -3

^  + ^dd + Haa jBy assuming the existance of a dipolar temperature T and a Zeeman
Itemperature T^ the system can be described by a density matrix whose 7

high-temperature approximation is 7

P = 9 ( 1  - X  ' /kTg - X / k T  J  I
where (P is a normalisation constant. J

%The energy of the system can now be written as the sum of the Æ
.Zeeman energy and the dipolar energy

:EE = E + ED z
where

P ) = -(1  ̂ = -( 1/kT̂ I
\  P ) =  - (  1 / k T ^ )  (P T r ( > ^ ) ^  =  - (  1 / k T ^ ) Z ^
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If a short intense 0 pulse of transverse r.f. magnetic field is

applied to this system at the Larmor frequency, the resultant transient
24transverse magnetisation has the form (in a reference frame rotating 

round Ho at the Larmor frequency)
M (t) = Yft(E /Z)(sine) g(t) 3.24.1

My(t) = Yft(Eĝ ) P(t,e) 3.24.2
where

g(t) =  T r  7 x ^ ( t ) ( Y f t H o )  ( t ) )  /  jcptrCM^)^)®!

P(t,G) - T r  (lyQ(t)R(e,Ti:/2)M^^R~\e,-n:/2)Q-l(t)) / | ( g ) T r ( X ^ ^ ) ^ )

R(0,c|>) = expĵ  -i0(l^cos4>+ Î sin<f̂ )j

Q(t) = exp [ -(it/h))^J
It is obvious from equation (3.24.1) and equation (3.24,2) that 

the Zeeman and dipolar components of the voltage induced in a pick-up 
coil in the x-axis of the laboratory frame will have orthogonal phases 
Thus the use of a phase-sensitive receiver will lead to the separation 
and independent observation of either component. Normally in a 
high field the dipolar energy is so small that the signal is zero 
from a receiver sensitive only to r.f. out of phase with the 
Zeeman component,

23Jeener and Brockaert have shown that the application of a 
pair of orthogonal pulses of certain widths leads to a non-zero 
efficiency of transfer of Zeeman order to dipolar order. The return 
to equilibrium of the dipole energy bath can then be observed by 
applying a third pulse and looking at the signal with the receiver
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set for the proper phase. With this technique order can be transferred 
in a time of a few T^'s which is only several hundred microseconds 
so relaxation times of milleseconds can be measured. This represents 
a large advantage over other methods and is the main reason that this 
technique was adopted for the work described in this thesis. A 
disadvantage is the loss of signal over other methods as the maximum 
efficiency is about 50$.
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CHAPTER IV - APPARATUS
A 01o Introduction

The Jeener technique requires an apparatus capable of producing 
variable length, variable phase, radio frequency pulses, and a 
receiver which is sensitive to the phase as well as the amplitude 
of the resulting signal» Measurement of the dipolar relaxation 
time requires the observation of a small decaying signal which 
is out of phase with a larger growing Zeeman signal»

Any drift in phase or field could lead to large errors. For 
this reason good stability is required from both the radio frequency 
generator and the static magnetic field.

These specifications were all satisfied by our apparatus 
which is shown in block diagram form in figure 1. The components 
of the spectrometer will be described individually.
4.2. Oscillator and Gate

Based on a design by Blume^^, the oscillator (figure 2) was 
crystal controlled and had a frequency stability greater than 1 

in 10^ after an initial warm-up period. The master frequency was 
10,0022 MHz, The oscillator was carefully screened in a box 
of 1 /8 in thick copper and all co-axial leads from the box were 
double screened to ensure that leakage was kept to a minimum.
The output from the cathode of VIb was lead not only to the anode 
of V2 but also through double screened cable to a delay line housed 
in another copper box and hence to the anode of the gating valve in 
the second gate. The delay line was an AD-YU Electronics type

A  - : I
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557k with a total delay of 0 *1^8 and thus 5^0 ° variation in phase.
The input to the gate was a.o, coupled to the pulse amplifiers 

but long pulses could be obtained by d.c. coupling the input 
to a modified pulse amplifier. The output was transformer coupled 
and adjusted to present an impedance of about 100 ohms so that the 
two gates in parallel presented 50 ohms to the next stage ensuring 
optimum power transfer.
4o5o Power Amplifier

The total power amplifier consisted of three separate units.
The outputs from the r.f. gates were fed into a 5 watt amplifier 
which drove a 90 watt amplifier. This in turn drove the final 
stage which was capable of producing one kilowatt of power into 
a 50 ohm load.

All the amplifiers used the same basic design (figure 5&) which 
was based on circuits described in the Radio Amateurs Handbook.
The pulse passes through a tuned grid, to the valve a or valves 
in the final stage* where it is amplified and then màtched to the 
next stage through a pi network. Care was taken to ensure that all 
the tuned circuits had a sufficiently wide bandwidth to facilitate 
the passage of a square pulse. For this reason i.e. square 
pulses, and also for maximum efficiency and maximum suppression 
outwith the pulses, all the amplifiers were operated in class C.

The final stage had an output impedance of 50 ohms which had 
to be matched to the high impedance of the tuned circuit containing 
the transmitter coil. An L matching circuit, shown in figure 5b,
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was usedo The resistor R was used to damp the coil and thus prevent 
excess ’’ringing’* after the pulse « This was necessary to prevent the 
receiving system from being overloaded for a long time after 
the pulse. Both and were used to tune the coil.

With the transmitter fully tuned and no damping resistor across 
the coil a pulse of about five kilovolts could be obtained. In 
this condition a 9 0° pulse in aluminium lasted for 4}JLS corresponding 
to a rotating r.f, field of ,006 tesla;. Unfortunately the dead 
time of the receiver was about 4Cps measured from the end of the 
pulse. With a damping resistor of 2.7 kilohms a 90° pulse of 
lOps was obtained with only 20 ps dead time after the pulse. This 
was adequate for most metals. The rise and fall times of the pulse 
were both about 2ps,

Pre-Amplifier
Each stage of an amplifier chain has an individual noise 

factor and power gain. If these are given by P^ and
Pgf 0.0, P^ respectively then the overall noise factor, Po is 

given by
_P -1 P -1 (P-1)

P o  “  P^ +  — ~  4- p  ^  +  0.0.0
1 1"^2  ̂ n /

Usually P^, Pg, «0 0 are greater than unity so for most practical
cases this expression can be truncated after the second term.
Thus for the lowest overall noise factor, the noise factor of the 
first stage should be as low as possible and the power gain of the
first stage should be as large as possible.

These conditions are met in n.m.r, by using a suitable
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preamplifier before the main receiver. However another condition 
must also be met. The coupling between thé receiver and transmitter 
coils, although adjusted for a minimum, was of the order of 100:1  

so that during a pulse 30 volts or more appeared at the input to 
the preamplifier, normally expected to amplify microvolts. Thus 
as well as having high gain and low noise the preamplifier must 
also recover quickly from a large overload so that the nuclear 
signal just after the pulse can be seen.

Two preamplifiers were used in the course of this work. The 
first was a cascode double triode amplifier shown in circuit form 
in figure 4. The overall noise figure obtained using this was 
such that the thermal noise generated in the receiver coil 
contributed more than the amplifier itself except at low temperatures. 
The input was protected from an overload by using crossed solid state 
diodes which prevent voltages greater than 0 .5  volts from appearing 
there due to their low impedance. Due to the excessive anode current 
drawn by the last valve during a pulse these had very limited life
times. The inconvenience of the slow degradation in signal led 
to this preamplifier being abandoned except for some c,0), measurements 
for which it was well suited.

The second preamplifier was designed to have a high gain, 
low noise first stage and this was acheived by using a E280P 
pentode which has a very low equivalent series shot noise resistance. 
The circuit is shown in figure 4. The noise figures of the two 
preamplifiers were never measured quantitatively but a comparison 
of the signals obtained from each showed that the second one had the
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better noise figure» Crossed diodes were used throughout to protect 
each stage. The output was transformer coupled into a long length 
of coaxial cable and so into the low input impedence receiver. 
Damping the receiver coil produced no effect on the recovery time 
but reduced the overall gain so this was left undamped. The overall 
small signal gain was about 100,

4.5» Receiver
The receiver (figure 6a) is a duplicate of the receiver

26described by Clark except that it operates at a fixed frequency of 
10 MHz, This receiver includes automatic gain control to provide 
a stable output. Overload is prevented by using crossed diodes as 
before. The nature of the receiver is such that linear operation 
is obtained if the signal does not escees 35^ of the reference.
The maximum gain of the three r.f, stages is about 2 x 10 and the 
gain of the video stage is about 8. Recovery from overload at 
maximum bandwidth takes place in less than 1pŝ  measured by 
comparing the output with the envelope of the input. The r.f. 
output stage was responsible for a varying d.c. level on the output 
so this stage was removed from the circuit,
4 .3 .1 « Phase Shifter-Attenuator

This component (figure 6b) , a necessary part of the receiver, 
is also a copy of the model described by Clark in his paper.
The output from the attenuator channel is fgd into the phase shift 
channel. There is only one output which goes to the reference 
input of the receiver. At 10 MHz the output has a full 3 6 0° 
variation of phase, the VSWR being less than 1.3 .
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4.6, Measuring Devices
The output from the receiver was observed on a Hewlett-

Packard 141A oscilloscope with variable persistance screen. The
signal was also sampled by a P.A.R, Box-car Integrator, a device
for measuring the height of a preselected part of the signal
whilst greatly improving the signal to noise ratio. Had a phase
coherent receiver not been required specifically to separate the
two components of the signal, the utilisation of the full potential

27of the Box-car requires the use of such a receiver „ Since the 
Box-oar is a relatively insensitive instrument, for the smaller 
signals a further audio amplifier was required after the receiver. 
This was a simple amplifier using an ECC88 and producing a gain of 14 
4,7" Pulse Units

The pulse units consist of a bank of Tektronix pulse and wave
form generators arranged in such a way as to produce a stable three 
pulse sequence. Prom figure 7 it can be seen that the 162 waveform 
generator on the left controls the overall repetition rate.
This triggers the other l62's simultaneously. The second left 
generator produces a short ramp which is fed into two of the l6]5 

pulse generators. These each produce a pulse at a settable 
position on this ramp so the separation can be adjusted smoothly 
and accurately over any desired range. The second right unit 
produces a ramp which covers the time scale of the measurements.
This is fed into the right 16^ which can produce a pulse anywhere 
on this ramp.
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Thus we have a unit capable of producing two closely spaced 
pulses followed by a third pulse at a variable time later. This 
is just what is required to measure dipolar relaxation times 

using Jeener's technique. A two pulse sequence is generated by 
removing one of the centre l6^ generators.

The pulses produced by these units, although of the correct 
polarity, are not powerful enough to trigger the r.f. gates so 
they must first be amplified by a two stage pulse amplifier.
This amplifier could be modified to produce long pulses which 
were fed directly into the r„f. gate. The amplifier and the 
modification are shown in fugure 8a and figure 8b respectively.
4.8. Probe

Two probes were used in the course of the experiment but both 
were very similar. Lack of space in a second cryostat made the 
second probe necessary. Because of the similarity of the two 
probes only one will be described in detail. A crossed coil 
arrangement was chosen because with this system the different 
requirements of the transmitter and receiver coil are more easily 
met. Also the decoupling, being geometric is less liable to drift 
than the alternative methods such as a bridge or a phase shifter- 
attenuator.

The transmitter coil consisted of twelve turns, wound six on 
each cylindrical former, of 26 gauge copper wire. The receiver coil 
consisted of twelve turns of 38 gauge silver wire wound round 
the sample chamber separated from the sample by a perspex walls
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only a few thou thick. Silver wire was chosen because its resonance 
frequency is well separated from the frequencies of the samples studied,

4 .9 . Cryostat
Two cryostats were used. Both were metal liquid helium dewars 

with extension tails obtained from the Oxford Instrument Company,
The main difference between the two was the diameters of their 
extension tails. Temperatures in the liquid air and room temperature 
regions were measured on a thermo-couple placed as near the sample 
as possible.

Using only liquid nitrogen as a coolant it was possible to 
take measurements at three stable temperatures. When the nitrogen 
Jacket was filled and the cryostat left to reach equilibrium the 

heat leak was such that the temperature at the sample was 1 5 0°K,
When the helium space was filled with nitrogen the sample temperature 
was 77°K and by pumping on this nitrogen with an ordinary rotary 
pump a temperature of 6 5 °K could be reached and maintained.

In the helium region' only two temperatures were used. Measurements 
were made at 4.2°K in a liquid helium bath and at 1,4°K by pumping 
with a large capacity pump on the helium. The low temperature

4was measured from the vapour pressure of He using a 0-20 torr 
absolute pressure guage. Intermediate temperatures could have been 
achieved by throttling the pump,
4.10, Magnet

The first magnet used was an electromagnet obtained from 
Mullard, This had 12 inch diameter polecaps and power was supplied
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from a constant current power supply. At low temperatures the 
Zeeman relaxation time is generally of the order of hundreds of 
milleseconds so the time required to measure becomes relatively .
long. When this is combined with a sample with a narrow line the 
stability requirements of the magnet become quite severe. Using 
a simple proton magnetometer the drift of the 12 inch magnet was 
measured as being about 4-0 x 10~ teslas per hour.

Although this was suitable for the samples with broad 
resonance lines the drift was too much for the narrow lines. For 
these samples a field regulated magnet with 9 inch diameter polecaps 
made by Varian was used.
4.11. Samples
4.11.1. Aluminium

Aluminium from two sources was used. The first was obtained from 
Reynold's Metal Company in the form of an atomised powder.. This 
was quoted as being 99*990 pure and passed easily through a 
200 mesh sieve. The second sample was prepared from a single crystal 
bar which had been repeatedly zone refined and had a resistance 
ratio of 2^50. This was filed and passed through a 200 mesh sieve.
It was then cleaned with a magnet to remove iron filings and 
annealed for one hour in an argon atmosphere at 2^0°C.
4.11.2. Copper

This was prepared from a copper rod of 99*990 purity by filing 
and passing through a 200 mesh sieve. It was then magnetically 
cleaned and annealed in an argon atmosphere for 20 minutes at 200°C.
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Finally it was etched with weak hydrochloric acid, washed and 
vacuum dried.

4.11,2. Vanadium
Several samples were tried. The first was obtained in the 

form of a fine powder of 99*50 purity. Another sample was 
obtained from Johnson Matthey Chemicals in the form of large 
granules of 99*90 purity. This was filed, sieved, cleaned and annealed 
undergo. 1 torr of air for 1 hour at 1200*C. The third sample 
was obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Mines in the form of a small 
ingot of 99*990 purity. This was filed, sieved and cleaned and 
one half of the resultant powder was annealed for 1 hour at 1200°C 
under«'^.1 torr of air.
4,11.4. Cadmium

A very fine powder of 99*99990 pure cadmium was obtained from 
Metals Research Ltd., Cambridge.
4.11.2* Platinum

This metal was obtained from Johnson- Matthey in the form of a 
chemical sponge. This passed easily throu#i a 200 mesh sieve 
leaving only a few large lumps. The purity was 99*990*
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CHAPTER V - EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION 

5 . Experimental .Operation 
5*1. Measurement of T^

28 2QThe Zeeman relaxation time was measured using a 9 0 °-.‘tT- 90° ''
pulse sequence. It was not thought necessary to employ a pulse

20train to saturate the magnetisation before applying the second pulse 
as the rotating r.f. field was intense enough to tip all the spins 
in the various samples. Because the conditions of exact phase, 
exact resonance and exact pulse width are not required to measure T̂  ̂ 
it was sufficient to set these conditions approximately by observing 
the signal on the oscilliscope. After a pulse the baseline has a 
slight time constant and returns slowly to the true zero position.
To allow for this the height of the baseline without a signal, 
that is off resonance, must be noted, then the difference between 
this measurement and the measured signal height gives the true signal 
height. This is a very important correction for small signals.

Thus to measure T^^ the induction decay was found on the scope 
and adjusted for maximum using both phase and the width of both 
pulses. The relaxation time was then estimated from the 
behaviour of the signal after the second pulse as the separation of
the pulses was varied. The repetition rate of the double pulse 
sequence was set at about lOT^^, The scope was triggered just before 
the first pulse and the tiraebase set for approximately T^^/5 per 
division. With the field off resonance the zero was measured at each 
division on the scope and also at about 5T^^ after the first pulse.
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Baok on resonance the heights of the signal at these positions were
measured and the true signal heights were calculated.

The measurement at $T^ ̂  gave the equilibrium magnetisation
So. After the second pulse the signal is governed by

. t
s(t) = S„(1 - ce e ^1z )

Thus .
m ~  In aSo •“ ln(So “ S(t))
1z

By plotting (So~S(t)) against time on semi-log graph paper the 
relaxation time can be calculated directly from the slope of the 
resulting straight line. The factor oc in the above equation allows 
for an error in phase or in the width of the first pulse. It can 
be seen that it has no effect on the measured relaxation time.
5 .2 . Measurement of T ^^^

To measure the dipolar relaxation time we must first convert 
order from the Zeeman to the dipolar energy bath. This requires a 
~ pulse followed by a ^ pulse which is ^0° phase shifted with 
.. respect to the first pulse. First the repetition rate is set 
for about 8T^ ̂  and the ^ pulse is set up by adjusting both pulse 
width and receiver phase for maximum signal as observed on the 
scope. The pulse width is then inspected by looking directly 
across the transmitter coil and the other pulses are made 
approximately After removing the ^ pulse the signal after the
7C pulses is adjusted for zero by varying both the field to be on 
exact resonance and the pulse phase to cancel the Zeeman signal.

7tThe -g pulse is switched back in and the dipolar signal after the
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third pulse adjusted for maximum by varying the pulse widths and
' 7Ü %the separation of the — and the first ^ pulses. The third pulse

is then moved to a time of about 4- T^^^ after the pulse pair where
the dipolar signal is negligible and the field and phase checked
once more. The zeros are then taken with the field off resonance
for each point to be measured. Back on resonance the phase of the
third pulse is then finally adjusted to reproduce the zero reading
thus ensuring that no Zeeman component is present. The signal
heights are.measured and by plotting these, corrected for zero
error, against time on semi-log graph paper the dipolar relaxation
time is obtained. The dipolar signal obeys the relation

t _

= ^ d d ( ° )

After the signal heights are measured the third pulse is moved back 
to 4- T^^^ to check that neither the field nor the phase has drifted. 
To minimise any slight drift the signal heights were usually 
measured from about 2 ^i^d towards the pulse pair as nearer
the pulse pair the Zeeman signal is smallest and the dipolar signal 
largest so drift has very little effect.
5*3* Measurement of Second Moments

The values of Ô obtained from some metals (A1 and v )  were sample 
dependent. Since the second moment is sensitive to defects and 
impurities in these metals^ it was necessary to measure this 
property to acertain correctly the correlation between the values 
of 6 and the purity of the samples.
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It is possible using a pulse apparatus, a phase coherent

receiver and a box-car integrator to obtain traces of the n,m.r.
absorption signal^^ and hence the second moment^^. The method
requires that the box-car gate be set to cover the whole induction
decay. Then by setting the receiver in phase or out of phase with
the free precession and by sweeping the field at an appropriate
rate the output from the box-car represents the absorption or the
dispersion respectively. This method was used in an attempt to
measure the second moment of aluminium. However the total decay
time of the aluminium signal was of the order of 150ps and the
dead time of the receiver was about 20ps after a pulse. Thus the
signal was unobservable for the fifth of the total decay where
the amplitude is largest. This was enough to render the above
method unsuitable. The recordings obtained were not mixtures of
absorption and dispersion but distorted versions of the correct
signal. With the receiver in phase, for example, the trace obtained
was a symmetric even function which looked like the absorption
signal with bumps or beats added to the wings.

Second moments were eventually measured on a conventional 
21c.o). apparatus using a crossed coil probe and a phase-shifter 
22and attenuator for decoupling.

5.4. Choice of Samples
The fifst measurements of dipolar relaxation times were

2 . 4performed on sodium, lithium, aluminium and copper . Theory
Tpredicted that the values of ô = 1z/T^^^ obtained should be
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very close to 2. However the alkali metals gave 6 = 2.2, copper 

gave Ô = 2/7 and aluminium gave Ô = 2.8. The inclusion of many 
body effects into the theory partly explained the alkali metal 
results as a ô = 2.1 was p r e d ic t ed ^ T he  high values of 6 
in the other two metals could not be explained in this way.

The work described in this thesis was initiated by a desire 
to explain this discrepancy. It was deemed necessary to measure 
Ô in other metals and over a wider temperature range than previous 
experiments. The metals studied were chosen for various different 
reasons.

Aluminium was initially chosen as a check on the reliability 
of the newly built apparatus because of its high sensitivity and 
availability of its n.m.r. parameters. However it proved to be 
interesting in its own light but similar metals were required 
before any conclusions could be drawn. Vanadium is very similar since 
it is cubic, has only one 100^ abundant isotope, has a large 
quadrupole moment and very good sensitivity. Copper also fits 
this description except that it has two isotopes with nuclear 
moments. This however only slightly complicates the analysis of 
the results.

Cadmium and Platinum were chosen because both have spin ^ and 
therefore no quadrupole moment, and because both have very large 
exchange interactions due to their high atomic numbers.

The experimental programme was thus to measure T^ ̂  and T^^^ 
in these various metals over a wide range in temperature.
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CHAPTER VI ALUMINIUM
6„1o Results

The Zeeman relaxation time was measured in both samples' at room 
temperature, taken as 295°K, and at 7 7 The values obtained were

nnot sample dependent and led' to a T^^T ^ 1 ,8 5 + .04 sec°K, i
2,4excellent agreement with previous measurements," The relaxation 

time at liquid helium temperatures was inferred from this result.
The dipolar relaxation time was measured over a wider range

of temperature. The results obtained are summarised below
SAMPLE I Temp T, /T, _ _ - SIzr 1 dd

9 9 .99# 295°K 2 . 2 6  + 0 . 0 5

77°K 2 .3 2 + 0 . 0 5

4.2°K 2 . 8 3  + 0.04
SAMPLE II 295°K 2 .2 5 + 0 . 0 3

R.Ro =. 3 65 9 77°K 2 . 4 7  + 0 . 0 6

6 5°K 2 . 5 4  + 0 .1 1

4.2°K 2 .9 2 + 0 . 1 2

1.4°K 2 .8 7 + 0 . 1 2

It Is seen that the ratio Is not constant but increases with 
decreasing temperature. At high temperatures S is near the value 
of 2 predicted for pure dipolar relaxation and at low temperatures 
it approaches the value of 3 consistent with quadrupolar relaxation,
6.2, Discussion

Since T T is temperature independent the measured values of 
show an explicit dependence on temperature. However if



was purely the dipolar relaxation time 6 could have no temperature 
dependence since it is the same mechanism relaxing the dipolar 
spins and the Zeeman spins. Thus the measured value of T^^^ must 

represent the true dipolar relaxation time plus a contribution from 
some other source. It is this extra contribution which produces 
the temperature dependence.

A clue to the origin of this extra contribution is obtained from
the low temperature values of 6 . The fact that this value is near 2
would imply that there was a large number of quadrupole spins taking

17part in the relaxation. It was first pointed out by Hebei that 
in aluminium with a small concentration of impurities the zero 
field relaxation was due to two energy baths, one containing spins 
whose dominant interaction was dipolar and the other containing 
spins whose dominant interaction was quadrupolar. When these baths 
were cooled by adiabatic demagnetisation they first cross-relaxed 
via a temperature independent spin diffusion process to a common 
spin temperature and then relaxed together towards the lattice 
temperature. The second moment of our purest sample, II, was about 
25^ larger than the theoretical Van Vleck value showing that even 
in this case quadrupole interactions are important. The temperature 
dependence of Ô can thus be explained by considering that the two 
energy baths become more and more decoupled as T^^^ becomes equal to 
and then much shorter than the temperature independent cross
relaxation time as the temperature increases. The influence of 
atomic diffusion on T^^^ can be neglected since this does not
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contribute to the relaxation below about 240°C.^^

The analysis of Jeener and Brookaert of the effects of a phase
shifted pair of pulses applies only to transfer of order between
Zeeman and dipolar energy baths. The expression they arrive at is
a measure of the efficiency of this process. If only Zeeman and
quadrupolar spin baths are considered, the quadrupole Hamiltonian

2being approximated by X  = -ahl in the rotating frame, the«i z
efficiency of transfer of order is zero provided 3^ a. In the
cross-relaxation process envisaged above it Is therefore assumed
that Immediately after the pulse pair the quadrupole spin bath is
at the lattice temperature. Contact with the dipolar spins through
cross-relaxation causes this temperature to deviate from its
equilibrium position. Thus application of the third observation
pulse might result in both dipolar and quadrupolar contributions to
the signal. We can, however, neglect any quadrupole contribution
because the time-independent term associated with quadrupole free

34induction decays is zero and the oscillating terms will destructively
interfere giving a net zero signal.

The approach to a common temperature of two spin systems
coupled weakly to each other and to the lattice has been described

35mathematically by Schumacher. ^ Starting with two systems at 
different spin temperatures, T^^^^ and coupled to the lattice
by mechanisms which produce relaxation rates and and exchanging 
energy with each other at rates and the time dependence of
the temperature of the two baths are given by
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1 . m , t _ m t ^—"— j ~ Ae + Ee + C

_ J —  = A-e"’+̂ ' + + C
T (2 )
s

The constants A, B, C can be found from the initial conditions and
a ’, B', C ’ are found by applying general rate equations to the system.
The inverse time constants are given by

m - ( 1 + s + ( 1 +p)h + s )+ —
s = [(1-g)^ + (1+n)^^ + 2h(u-l)(g~l)]i
^ 2 ^ 1 2 ^21 where g = —  , h - --- and p =-----  = ratio of heat capacities.

^12

These equations have been applied to zero field relaxation in
aluminium by H e b e i a n d  by Pernelius^^ who measured a cross
relaxation time of about 60 milliseconds in aluminium with 0 .0 2 1

atomic percent of zinc impurity. The use of these equations with
the value of 60 milliseconds for the cross-relaxation time and the
low temperature (4.2°K) Value of T^^^ leads to the conclusion that the
heat capacity of the quadrupole bath is almost twice the heat capacity

1 1of the dipolar bath. Also the two time constants — and — shouldm ̂ m
be very apparent but in fact the decay at 4.2*K was exponential within 
experimental error. With the values calculated for the low temperature 
results predictions can be made about the behaviour of the system 
at 7 7 °K, the main one being that the measured ô should be about 2 .7 , 
still dominated by the quadrupole bath. This conflicts with the 
measured values in both samples.
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The concept of two coupled energy baths, although explaining the
measurements qualitatively, fails on closer examination to'agree
quantitatively. The main discrepancies are that the 4.2°K and
the 7 7 °K results cannot be explained by the same model, and a second
component of the relaxation is predicted as being easily observable
at 4.2*K but in fact was not observed. This second component was
seen only at 1.4*K in sample II where it decayed in about 20 mille-
seconds and had a very small amplitude.

The requirements of a small quadrupole bath at 77°K and a large
quadrupole bath at 4.2°K can be made compatible by considering
three coupled energy baths, The results are all explained by a
dipolar spin bath loosely coupled to a small quadrupole bath which
is in turn even more loosely coupled to a large quadrupole bath, the
cross-relaxation times being such that at 7 7°K only two baths are
effectively coupled while at 4.2°K all three baths interact. That
this is physically possible can be seen from the source of quadrupole
interactions in a cubic metal such as aluminium. Around an impurity
or a defect a. large electric field gradient is formed by the screening

37action of the conduction electrons. This field gradient has long 
range, it was found to affect about 100 spins around an isolated 
impurity^^, a large effect on neighbouring nuclei and a smaller effect 
on more distant nuclei. The nearest neighbours to an impurity are 
virtually isolated from all but their nearest neighbours because their 
energies are perturbed so much from the pure dipolar state. It was 
found by Minier et al^^ that about 78 neighbours had a quadrupole
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interaction greater than 150 kHz and about 50 neighbours has 
interactions between 10 kHz and 100 kHz around a magnesium impurity, 

The three bath system can be represented schematically thus;

■̂;2 i Quadrupolar 
>  1 Bath 2

f  ' .........................

Dipolar Quadrupolar 
Bath 3

1

Bath 1 V|_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .  ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

\/ R \/ R,
/\

\/

/\
R,

LATTICE

—

The rate of change of the spin temperatures of each bath can be 
written down by considering the above model

( (“ ^
T

- sr~~) -T
8

d,

1
2i^-yT2) - yu)) - «23 ;̂t 2)t t 3)

s s s s
1 1

T T ' - "3 2  ̂:~T3)
S "s s T T3) )

These coupled equations have the solution

s

m t m t m t 
Ae + Be + Ce ^ + D

m.t1 = A'e 1 + B'e ^ + C'e ^ + D'
T T^)

m t m_t
T

= A"e  ̂ 4- B"e ^ + C"c + D”
m_t
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where A, B, C, D are obtained from the initial conditions and the
other constants are obtained from the rate equations. The three
inverse time constants m., m^ and m_ are the three roots of the

1 d 3

equation formed by substituting the solutions back into the rate
equations and eliminating the constants A, A*, A", etc. The
resultant cubic is given by

n? + m^^[l + 2g + +

[g(2+g) + g(2 +u^2 )*̂ i2 + g(2 +Pg )hg2 +

+ ^ 2 ^ 2 3 2 2  '̂ 12’̂12^
3 2

R, [(1+h^g)g + (1+h^g) (1+^2 2 ) ^ 2 2 8  + ^22^23(&^^23^23)] °

^2 5  2 ^23 S awhere g = —  , h = _i£ , h , + •— ^ , u = _£L , pt =
1 Ri R, R,2 23

This is solved by substituting numerical values and finding the roots 
The relaxation rate from the quadrupole baths to the lattice,

Rg, is given by 3R 0 where Ro is the Zeeman relaxation rate. To fit 
the equations to the results the dipolar relaxation rate, R^, had 
to be 2.15 Ro» With a smaller value the results at 295°K and 77°K 
cannot be made compatible since the quadrupole bath required to 
explain the 2 9 5°% result would be too large to explain the 77°K 
result. A larger value of R^ would imply almost no quadrupole 
effects at 2 9 5°% and too small a bath to explain the 77°% results.
Thus in the above equations g - 1.40, The ratio of the heat
capacities of bath 1 and bath 2 was found using a two bath model 
at 77°%j the best fit being obtained when - 2. Use was made of
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the fact that the cross-relaxation time between baths 1 and 2 was 
20ms, The low temperature results were fitted using the three bath
model with - 0 , 2  and " 2, that is a cross-relaxation
time of 500ms,

Using these values to calculate the behaviour of the dipolar
spin temperature at 1„4°K one obtains the equation

-l,265Rt -l,790R,t -32.26R t
— Tl ) ~ + Be + Ce
*̂s

The third component decays in a very short time and we are left with
a situation similar to the two bath model since baths 1 and 2 have
rapidly reached a common temperature and they are cross-relaxing
to bath 3 as well as relaxing to the lattice temperature. Estimates
can be made of the relative amplitudes of A and B. At 1,4°K A
represents about 46^ of the total amplitude so B must represent the
other 54^0 By adding the two exponentials and plotting them on
semi-log graph paper over the range used to measure T^^^ a straight
line is obtained, the slope of which gives a time constant between 
1 1~  and ——  , Thus it seems that all measurements of T . a r e  m̂  m Idd
obtained from an indistinguishable admixture of exponentials except 
at room temperature where only one component has a significant 
amplitude.

The values of 6 obtained by fitting the theory of coupled 
spin baths to the experimental data are compared below to the 
measured values
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Temp, 6 (calculated) Ô(measured)

sample I sample II
1 ,4°K 3*00) 2-bath 2 .8 7

4.2°K 2 .7 2 ) 2 .8 2 2 . 9 2

6 5°K 2 .5 2 ) 2 .5 4
2-bath

77 °K 2 .4 7 ) 2 .3 2 2 .4 7
model

295°K 2 .2 2 ) 2 ,2 6 2 .2 5

The agreement is very good at all temperatures far sample II but
7 7 °K value of Ô for sample I seems: rather low. This could be
corrected by assuming either a smaller quadrupole bath 2 for this 
sample or a longer cross-relaxation time between baths 1 and 2 .

2In view of the fact that the second moment of sample I was l4,6 (kHz)
2and the second moment of sample II was 12.3 (kHz) it seems unlikely 

that the quadrupolar bath of the more impure sample would be smaller 
so a longer cross-relaxation time which leaves the two baths almost 
uncoupled at 77°K seems the most reasonable explanation, A many 
bath model would perhaps be more correct physically but the mathematics 
of such a model would be formidable and the three bath model fits so 
well that further elaboration would be unjustified.

The temperature independent value of Ô is thus 2,15» The 
error on this value consists of the error in the measurements 
and an error due to the approximate nature of the interpretation.
The final conclusion is that for aluminium 6 ~ 2.15 + .07.
6 .3 . Evaluation of 5 from Theory

The simple non-interacting electron theory 3^4 of nuclear 
spin-lattice relaxation in metals predicts a value of almost 2 for 6 .
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To explain a value of 6 different from 2 use must be made of the 
theory due to W o l f f w h i c h  takes account of electron-electron 
interactions. It was noted in section (3»3.2.) that before this 
theory could be applied some estimate of the strength of the electron- 
electron interaction must be found, that is a value must be given 
to a, the enhancement parameter. This parameter is related to 
the static electron spin susceptibility,% ,  by the equation

V  - 2 k ./^e “ 1-a
where*Xo is the calculated free electron susceptibility. However
no measurements have been made of the spin susceptibility of
aluminium so a must be evaluated by indirect methods.

The enhancement parameter appears in other expressions which
describe processes affected by electron correlations. The theory
of section showed that the Zeeman relaxation time, T^^,
is related to the Knight shift by the Korringa relation, equation
(3 .2 0 ). However the substitution of measured Knight shifts into
this equation usually leads to a value of T which is shorter than1 z
the measured relaxation time where, in fact, it should be longer 
to allow for the relaxation processes not allowed for in the theory. 
This discrepancy was corrected by P i n e s w h o  considered many 
body effects in the calculation of the spin suceptibility, leading to 
an enhanced Knight shift and hence to the modified Korringa relation 
of equation (3.21 ). It was pointed out by Moriya^”* that electron- 
electron interactions affect not only the Knight shift but also the 
spin-lattice relaxation time. This lead to a further modification
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of the Korringa relation, the new expression being

= A(K(a))”' 6 .1

where
^  y 2 

A = __S_ (_®_)
47tkg ^n

and
K(a) = 2 (  .0 .-.%).R.,49 with q = %/2kp

'q r 1 - o£ ffa[l-o£ f(q)]'

The a "and f(q) are the same terms which appear in equation (3-23)
derived by Wolff. Thus a knowledge of T.̂ ̂  and AH/H should lead to
an estimate of a using the above formulae. However this is only
valid if the Knight shift and relaxation processes are dominated by
the hyperfine contact interaction as this is the only process considered
in the above theory.

The value of T^^T measured during the course of the research
was k85 ^ ,05 sec °K, The Knight shift has been measured by

42Masuda and Redfield who arrived at a value ofAH/H = 0.162^.
pThus in the Korringa relation T.^^T(AH/H) = 1.26a . Other relaxation

processes and resonance shifts must be separated from those due to 
the contact interaction before the true value of K(a) can be found.

Electrons with s-wave character contribute to the Knight shift 
and the relaxation not only through the direct contact interaction 
but also through the core-polarization interaction. Because these 
effects cannot be distinguished experimentally the s-core polarization 
correction appears as a scale factor. The modified Korringa relation
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becomes
.2

C+Cps' '  ̂ C4cps '
The enhancement due to electron-electron interactions is unaffected

The contributions to T and AH/H from core-polarization duefz
to the p-wave electrons cannot be treated in the above fashion» No
cross terms exist between s-wave and p-wave electrons in a calculation
of so the total relaxation rate /̂T̂  is the sum of the individual
rates each of which is related to the associated Knight shifts
by a Korringa type relation. Thus contributions from this source
must be subtracted before the effects of enhancement can be calculated.

43Calculations by 8hyu, Das and Gaspari show that the total contribution
from the p-wave part of the electron wave function in aluminium
to the Knight shift is negligible so contributions to the Korringa
relation can be neglected.

The measured Knight shift could contain a contribution from
the orbital motion of the conduction electrons. However there is
some theoretical and experimental evidence that in aluminium this is
negligible, A theoretical estimate of the shift due to an orbital

44interaction in aluminium was made by Appel who put an upper limit
on the orbital shift of 9^ of the contact shift. In a superconductor
the spin paramagnetism of the electron gas goes to zero as the
temperature approaches zero so the Knight shift should also go to
zero unless there is an orbital interaction present. It has been

45verified by Hammond and Kelly to within the limits of their experiment 
that the Knight shift in aluminium does indeed go to zero. Thus it
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seems justifiable to neglect any contributions to and AH/H from 
this sourcee

Because of the cubic symmetry of aluminium the dipolar interaction
cannot act as a frequency shift mechanism but it can give a
contribution to the relaxation rate. An estimate of this contribution
can be made by applying the calculations of Obata^^. Using the free
electron density of states, assuming all conduction electrons to be
in a p-band and estimating from the known hyperfine splittings
ax and a^yg in atomic aluminium, the resultant rate is of the order

of 0.4^ of the observed rate. These assumptions lead to an overestimate
so relaxation due to electron-nucleus dipolar Interactions can be

47neglected. It has been shown by Mitchell that relaxation via the 
quadrupole interaction should be much less effective than relaxation 
via the dipolar interaction in the case of aluminium so this can 
also be neglected.

Thus there are no corrections to be made to the Korringa 
relation obtained from the measured values so (K(a))” = 1.26.
This leads to a value of #=0 . 5 8  from the table of K(a) against a 
published by Narath and Weaver^^ who corrected the work of Moriya^\
Like the theory of Wolff on the effect of electron correlations 
on Ô , the theory of Moriya is only valid for simple metals whose 
Fermi surface is almost spherical and is wholly contained in the 
first Brillouin zone. The value of a determined above for aluminium 
can therefore have only qualitative significance.
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By substituting this value of a and the values of which
43provide the main contribution to the Knight shift into equation (3<.23)

a value of 6 corrected for electron<=electron interactions is found.
This value is Ô = 2.06. Thus the contribution to Ô from electron
correlations as calculated from the theory is a factor of two less
than the measured value. This discrepancy could be due to the
fact that the band structure and Permi surface of aluminium are
very different from the requirements of the theory or it could be due
to a more fundamental limitation of the theory. This could be resolved
by applying the theory to a simple metal where the assumption of a
spherical Fermi surface is better met.
6.4. Evaluation of 6 in Sodium

A careful study of the effects of electron-electron interactions
on the Korringa relation in the alkali metals has recently been

48made by Narath and Weaver „ Among other metals,they studied
sodium which is a good metal to use for testing the existing theories
because not only is the Fermi surface almost spherical but a

49direct measurement has been made of a .
The substitution of the measured value of a - 0.42 and the

effective k^ of sodium into equation (3 .2 3 ) and equation (6 ,l)
leads to predicted values for 6 and for the enhancement of the
Korringa relation respectively. These are compared to the
measured values in the following tables-

Theory Experiment
Ô 2.03 2,12 + 0.03®

T T(AH/H)2
 ------- 1 .2 9 1 .60 + 0.07

A
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a reference 50,51* b reference 48
It can be seen that in both cases the predicted effects of electron
correlations are less than the measured effects»

Since the assumption of plane waves for the electron wave
functions holds good for sodium it seems likely that the other
assumption of the theories is at fault and that a delta-function
interaction is not a proper description of the real interaction*

48However, as is pointed out by Narath and Weaver , the theory is 
only applicable when a delta-function interaction is used. Bearing 
this in mind they postulate a finite range for the interaction, 
assuming a potential of screened Coulomb form, in an effort 
to gain better agreement with the measured value of the Korringa 
enhancement. We have extended this analysis to the theory of 
Wolff in the hope that the improvement in the theoretical value 
of ^T(AH/h)^/A would be duplicated for 6 .

If the electron-electron interactions are of
2 —  1(a) screened Coulomb type, then a = a(0)[ 14-(q/A.) ]“

o p '(b) Gaussian type, then a =a(0)exp[-q /4p ]
where q is the wave-vector difference between the interacting electrons. 
With these values of a in equation (5.25) numerical integration leads 
to curves of e against À and e against p. Similar numerical 
integration of the demoninator of equation (5 .2 5 ) gives curves for 
the enhancement of the Zeeman relaxation time against A. and (3.
Because both interactions produce similar curves only the screened 
Coulomb case is shown in figure 9̂  A is in units of 2k^. When A =co
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in interaction (a) this corresponds to the delta-function interaction 
so the values for large A obtained from figure 9 should correspond

pto the values quoted above. Since the enhancement of (AH/H) is 
determined by oc(0) it is independent of A. The value of 
for large A is 2.5, which corresponds to a Korringa enhancement of 
1.29, and the value of e = 0.05. Agreement with the experimentally 
observed Korringa enhancement is obtained when A = (1.o)2kp which 
makes e = 0,05° Best agreement between theory and experiment 
for 5 is obtained for A ^ (0.42)2kp where e ^ 0.07, but the 
Korringa enhancement is then 2,25. The same difficulty is encountered 
with the gaussian interaction. Thus the assumption of a finite 
range for the electron-eleotron interaction improves the agreement 
between theory and experiment but the agreement is still unsatisfactory 
in the case of 6 .
6 .5 . Summary

It has been shown that the return to equilibrium of the dipolar 
energy bath in aluminium is governed by contact with more energy 
baths than just the lattice. By taking account of these other 
energy baths the dipolar relaxation time to the lattice has been 
evaluated. The ratio of the Zeeman relaxation time to the dipolar 
relaxation time, 6 , is 2.15 + 0.07. A theoretical estimate of S
is given based on theories which take account of electron- 
electron interactions. The applicability of these theories, 
and modifications of these theories, is discussed in the case of 
a simpler metal sodium.
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CHAFTER V I I  -  COPPER

7 .1 Results
The Zeeman relaxation times were measured for both isotopes of 

copper at 77*K, The value obtained for Cu was 15.6 + 0.2 milleseconds 
leading to T^^T = 1.20 + O .06 sec The value obtained for Cu^^ was
15*97 + 0 .1 5 milliseconds. The ratio of the two relaxation times agrees, 
within error, with the square of the ratio of the gyromagnetic ratios 
of the two isotopes as predicted by equation (3 .1 7).

The dipolar relaxation times were measured at 295°K and 7 7 °K for
65both isotopes and at 4,2°K for Cu . At room temperature different

values were obtained for each isotope, these values being 
cû :̂*̂1dd ~ 1 .67 + 0 ,0 6 ms 0 - 2 . 4 5  + 0.14

Cu^^'̂ Idd ~  ̂'2 9 + 0 .0 6 ms Ô = 2 .8 2 + 0 .2 0  

The same relaxation time, within error, was measured for both isotopes 
at 77°K.

"̂ Idd = 7-19 ± 0 - 2 0 ms

t d d  = + 0 . 2 8  ms
When^order is put into one spin system rapid flip-flops of the spins 
should lead to this order being shared with the other spin system 
in a time of the order of T^. The two systems should then relax as 
one. Assuming that the relaxation time is the same for both isotopes, 
the average of all the 7 7 *K values is" T̂  = 6 .9 7 + .10 ms leading to 
values of 6 of :

65Cu 6 = 2.24 + .12
65Cu 5 = 2.00 + .10
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Cu^3The low temperature measurement gave a value of = 104 + 6 ms

leading to 6 = 2,75 + 0.50 ms*
7 .2 . Discussion

The analysis of these results is complicated by the presence
52of two isotopes. It has been shown by Johnson and Goldburg that

when two spin species, x and y say, are present the dipolar relaxation
from the energy bath represented by = ){ can beQd X y xy
expressed in terms of the relaxation of the x spins and y spins
separately* They find that

1 _ A , (1 _ A)
m xy m X y
Idd 1 dd Idd

where
J!2Ss!l

Substituting the relevant values for copper leads to
1 0 . 5 8  0.42

■7-  =

1 dd 1 dd 1 dd
Assuming that 5 is the same for both isotopes we can multiply the

65above equation by T̂  ̂  to get
m  65 63 65 63

^  = 0 - 5 8  +  0.42 ̂
Idd Idd ^Idd 1 z

= 0 . 5 8  8 + 0.42 X 1 .1 5 X

= 1 .0 6 s 7 .1

The measured values of show the same temperature
dependence as in aluminium. Since both copper isotopes have spin 
5 / 2  and therefore quadrupole moments it is justifiable to assume that

" A '  . ■■j-À ■ >  A  , I."
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the dipolar relaxation in this case is also modified by the presence
of a quadrupole energy bath* Thus a temperature independent value of 
T

1 z must be deduced from the measured values and then the
correction of equation (7 .1 ) applied to find the value of ô .
Using the two bath model of Schumacher the following model gave 
the best fit;

P 5= 1

Dipolar QuadruDolar
Bath

200ms
R^ = 2.2R,

LATTICE

A larger value of R̂  would imply either a long cross-relaxation time 
or a small value of the ratio of the heat capacities in order 
that the dipolar relaxation is not influenced by the quadrupole bath 
at 77°K. Both implications are incompatible with the low temperature 
result. A smaller value of R-| would imply either that the cross
relaxation time was small or that p was large so that the 7 7 °K value 
could be increased by the presence of the quadrupole bath. Again this 
is not compatible with the low temperature value since this is 
explained by a cross-relaxation time comparable to R^ and similar 
heat capacities for each bath since neither is dominant.

Thus we have a cross-relaxation tirre which is ten times longer than 
the direct cross-relaxation time in aluminium and a quadrupole bath 
which is similar in heat capacity. It has been shown by Rowland^^
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that the number of spins around an impurity in copper which have iI
a quadrupole splitting greater than their dipolar splitting is smaller

54 Ithan in aluminium. Redfield has shown that the quadrupole splittings !
in copper are greater than in aluminium. The low number of spins i

'■

and the large difference in energies makes the spin-diffusion |
process of cross-relaxation inefficient so a large t is understandable. t
However a smell number of spins each with a large amount of quadrupole

’ 'r

energy would have a similar heat capacity to a large number of spins 4

each with a small amount of energy. t
?

The two-bath model with the above parameters leads to the predictions 7 
Temp, T̂  ^^(calc. ) T| ^^/T^ ̂ ^(exp. ) |
7 7 °K 2.24 2.24
4 .2 °K 2 . 8 2  2 .7 5

I
1 
I
-:îThe fit is good enought to accept that the temperature independent value |

of T.j ̂  dd 2.20 + .1 5. Substituting this value into equation 4
(7.1) gives the value of 6 in copper as 2.0'B + J 5 ,

4The room temperature measurements are unexplained by the above 
model. The fact that the dipolar relaxation times are different 
for the two isotopes would seem to indicate that internal equilibrium
is not being reached in the dipolar system. The time between the f

1pulse pair transferring order and the third observation pulse »
varied between 0.4 mS, which is only 2 T_, and 2 mS so it appears
likely that a state of true dipolar order was not being achieved. I
It must be noted however that the signal obeyed an exponential time 4
dependence which one would not expect if the system were both
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alllgnlng to dipolar order and relaxing to the lattice at the same
23time* Jeener and Broekaert state that in a single crystal of CaF^

just after the pulse pair the observed signal changed in a rapid and
complicated way until about Tig when the behaviour could be accounted

55for by means of spin-lattice relaxation alone, Flynn and Seymour 
have shown that the onset of motional narrowing occurs in copper 
at about 800°C so it is unlikely that atomic motion would affect

Idd
at room temperature,
7,3 Evaluation of 5 From Theory

No direct measurement has been made of the electron spin 
susceptibility in copper so a direct evaluation of oĉ the enhancement 
parameter is not possible. As before cc can be deduced from the 
departure of the Korringa relation from the free electron model.
Since copper is monovalent the Fermi surface almost fits the 
assumptions made in the theory of the effects of electron interactions. 
However the Fermi surface makes contact with the boundary of the 
first Brillouin zone so there is a large non-s character to the electron 
wave function. This must lead to some effects due to core-polarization, 
orbital interaction and dipolar interaction but these effects are 
not easily evaluated. Although it seems probable that some allowance 
should be made for contributions other than the contact interaction 
in the Korringa relation the neglect of these other effects will
put an upper limit on the value of a and hence an upper limit on 6.

48 4'iNarath and Weaver have evaluated a using Moriya*s theory
and previously published values of T.̂ ̂  and ( A h/H) , They find
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f63that for Cu“ a - 0.68. By substituting this value into the theory Î

due to Wolff a value of 6 of 2.07 is obtained. Although this j
appears to be in remarkable agreement with the experimental value {
it must be noted that this represents an upper limit. A theoretical ?

16 ]evaluation of the enhanced spin susceptibility of copper by Pines 1

gives a value of a of only 0.24 which would represent a ô of only 2.02. ^
7 .4  Summary

The dipolar relaxation time has been measured for the 70^ abundant
63 ’>Cu spins. After separating the effects of a coupled quadrupole i

65bath and of the 30^ abundant Cu spins a value of 6 = 2.08 + .1 5 ^
has been obtained. This is in quantitative agreement with the theoretical : 
value. :
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CHAPTER VIII - VANADIUM

8.1, Results

The Zeeman and dipolar relaxation times were measured in three 
different sampleso The results obtained are presented below.

Sample Temp

9 9 .5^ 295 °K
Unannealed 77 °K

II 99.9# 295°K

?lz
2.75+.04ms
9 .18+'. 24ms
Gale 0 from

T Idd
0.945j^0l4ms
2 ĉ 6j-o l4ms 
0o72+,06ms

Annealed 77°K T gT=0 .788sec*K^ 0.8l4^05ms
2,75+*04ms 0,48+,03msIII 99.99# 295°K

Annealed 
ÏÏnannealed 295 °K

6

2.904^10 
5.8 ^ . 2 2  

5.724^40 
12.7 4d.o 
5.74+.40

2.75j^04ms 1.l6j^04ms 2.27+,l4
77°K 9.7 4%.6ms 2 ,26±.o8ms 2 .884^24

It can be seen that the values of b obtained are, in general, 
greater than those values obtained from copper and aluminium.
Non-exponential decays were observed in the unannealed sample III. 
The value of T^^^ quoted is the time constant of the longest lived 
component though it was difficult to separate the two at room 
temperature since both time constants were off a similar time.
A typical decay at 77°K is shown in figure 10. The short lived 
component was unobservable at both temperatures after about 0 ,8ms. 
8.2. Discussion of Results

Vanadium has only one isotope with a nuclear magnetic moment. 
This isotope is 100$ abundant ensuring good sensitivity and no 
complications from spin mixing. However the nuclei have spin

* 1.
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quantum number I = 7/2 and hence a large quadrupole moment so the 
presence of a quadrupole spin bath is to be expected.

The same trend as with the other metals in that 6 increases 
with decreasing temperature is observed here. However there seems 
to be no correlation between low values of 6 and high purity since 
sample II gives higher values than sample I although the former is 
purer, where as the unannealed sample of the purest metal gives, as 
before, the lowest values of 6 . The pattern with vanadium is that 
unannealed samples give lower values of 5 than annealed samples.
This apparently conflicts with the theory that a large quadrupole 
bath leads to larger values of Ô since the unannealed samples, 
containing more defects, should possess the larger quadrupole bath and 
so the larger values of 6 .

The annealing of vanadium presents difficulties because the 
temperature of the metal must be high (melting point l400°C) and 
at these temperatures the metal powder not only readily oxidises 
but also readily absorbs gases which can diffuse into the bulk.
Sample II was annealed at 1200°C in air at about 0,1 torr for one 
hour and sample III was annealed at 1000*0 in argon at about 0,1 torr 
for one hour.

The values of 6 obtained from the unannealed purest sample most 
closely resemble the values obtained from the other metals. The 
same two bath model of a dipolar bath and quadrupolar bath can be 
used to explain these values. The 77°K result implies that there is 
a large quadrupole bath closely coupled to a smaller dipolar bath
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sinee the value of B is near 3- This then means that the temperature 
independent 6 cannot be much greater than 2 or the room temperature 
value would be larger. Following the notation of Schumacher ^ the 
parameters required are g - 1.40, q - 0 .5  and a cross relaxation time 
of about 3 ms. This means that the temperature independent value 
of 5 = 2.15. Although these parameters were chosen to give the best
fit to the data the predicted value of B at 2 9 5°K is larger than the 
measured value and the predicted value at 7 7 °K is smaller than the 
measured value. Also the predicted amplitudes of the two components 
of the relaxation do not agree with the observed amplitudes. These 
are just the same problems met in the analysis of the dipolar 
relaxation in aluminium and, as in that case, better agreement could 
be obtained using a three bath model but the lack of data in 
vanadium excludes this. The temperature independent ratio of the 
Zeeman and dipolar relaxation times is then B = 2.15 _+ .20 where 
the error includes the measurement error and a contribution from 
the uncertainty in the analysis.

The two bath model can be used to explain qualitatively the 
high values of B found in the other samples and the temperature 
independence of T^^^ in sample II. If the heat capacity of the 
quadrupole bath is much larger than that of the dipolar bath then 
the cross-relaxation will cause the temperature of the quadrupole 
bath to deviate very little from the lattice temperature. This 
means that when the dipolar spin lattice relaxation rate becomes 
small the cross-relaxation acts as a short-circuit and the temperature
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independent cross-relaxation time is what one measures. A quadrupole
bath with ten times the heat capacity of the dipolar bath and
coupled to it with a cross-relaxation time of about 1 ms can be

used to explain the values of 6 in sample II as this leads to a value
of 5 4 at 295°K and 6/^10 at 77°K. It is possible since
that these values are distorted as was the case in copper.

The correlation between annealing and high values of ô can be
understood by considering second moment measurements before and after
the annealing. The calculated second moment for vanadium considering

2dipolar coupling alone is 24.2(kHz) which can be compared to the value
2 2 of 6 l + 6 (kHz) for sample I, 55 + 5(kHz) for sample 111 before

annealing and 85 + lO(kHz) for sample III after annealing. One
would expect that after annealing the second moment would decrease
as random defects in the crystal lattice have diffused out. These
cause a reduction in the intensity of the absorption and add to the
tails of the resonance^^, bath effects adding to the second moment, x
The fact that in this case it has increased must mean that during
annealing impurities have diffused into the bulk of the sample.
Other workers have reported a broadening of the vanadium resonance

57 - 8  58after annealing . A vacuum of 10 torr was used by Redfield
to avoid contamination during the annealing of his vanadium
samples. This was not possible in our case. Thus the same pattern
as in aluminium of high values of B being associated with low
purity still holds with vanadium because the annealing process makes
the metal very impure.
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Although the presence of a large closely coupled quadrupole bath

makes the analysis of dipolar relaxation times very imprecise a
value of 6 can be evaluated. Because the uncertainty in the value is
large it is not clear if electron electron interactions are influencing
the relaxation. The value of the ratio of Zeeman to dipolar relaxation
times is 5 - 2 .1 5 + 0 20.
8.3. Discussion of Theory

The Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation rate in vanadium contains
contributions from the contact interaction, core polarization and
the orbital interaction. The relative contribution from each source

50has been calculated theoretically by Yafet and Jaocarino , They 
estimate that if the d-band in vanadium is equally represented by 

and orbitals then the orbital interaction is responsible for 
almost 60$ of the observed relaxation rate. There is some experimental 
evidence to support this.^^'^^ This mechanism should also dominate
the dipolar relaxation rate. Such a mechanism is unaffected by

18electron spin correlations of the type discussed by Wolff but
spatial correlations are possible. In the case of no correlations
and relaxation solely by the orbital interaction an estimate can

4 6be made of e - Ô «2 using the theory of Obata . The interaction 
Hamiltonian can be written as

)^orb ^ YeYn̂  ̂ * 3r
In the tight-binding approximation the Bloch wavefunctions are 
built up from localised atomic functions. These are chosen to
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form the basis of irreducible representations of the cubic point group 
making the theory only applicable to cubic metals. From atomic functions, 

the Bloch functions, with eigenvalue are
constructed as follows:

“ Ç uP _ĝ k)N“2Çexp(ik ,R) <J)p(r;.R)9

where q is the band suffix, 9 is the electron spin function,
0

is the spin quantum number, R is the position vector of any atom in 
the crystal lattice, and N is the total number of atoms.

Approximating the nuclear plus electron wave functions as 
products of V|v|̂ (̂k,r) and the nuclear wave function, the transition 
probability per unit time of a nuclear spin transition between 
two nuclear states n and m, induced by the orbital interaction is 
given by

Wmn
i, j

ZZ  L_ p'k'6"'X/n'k'd"' MlCVx

8( &^g(k) - +ho^)f(g|^(k))[1-f(€^,g.,<k'))]

By neglecting the Zeeman energy ho^, assuming that the temperature 
is much lower than the degeneracy temperature and summing over the
atomic functions this reduces to

W __ 2 n 
mn “ h

X
PP r V p mR (F

ij

IrSjf-
tnR 8"

where p(Ep) is the density of electron states at the Fermi surface.
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This transition probability is then substituted in the Hebei-Slichter 
formula, equation to find the relaxation rate. It can be
seen from that when i - j the coefficient a^^ is given by

when i / j the expectation value <(r“^ ^  must be replaced by 
— — ~ \  /-— L— ~ \  which becomes, taking nucleus i as the origin
( r - R l ) V \  (P-Hj>y

Because we are using the tight-binding

approximation the expectation value /---- —  \is a measure of the
\(r-R.j)/

average distance of the wave function around nucleus i from the
nucleus j . This can be approximated by R. . since r^R. . so we then

1J 1J
have ^. . ij /L-2 \ ii

aThis then gives an estimate of e since S = 2 + — ^ - 2  + e , The
^ii

nearest neighbour distance for vanadium is 2 .63Â, has been
62 25 -5estimated to be 1 .3 5 x 10 ’ cm for a 3d orbital round a vanadium

ion and three-quarters of this value in the metal. This means
that in the presence of correlations produced by electron wave
function overlap only, e = ,0 0 5 .
8.4* Summary

The dipolar relaxation time has been measured for vanadium.
The presence of a large quadrupole bath makes the evaluation of 5 
imprecise but a value of B = 2 .1 5  + .2 0 has been inferred.
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The effect of overlap of the electron wave function from one nuclear 
site to a neighbouring site has been evaluated. The large uncertainty 
in the value of S masks the effects, if any, of spacial correlations 
from interacting electrons on the relaxation time. In the tight 
binding approximation the effect of spatial correlations from non
interacting electrons in vanadium is smalli with reasonable approximations 
to the parameters involved, it seems unlikely that 6 can be higher 
than 2,01, The contrast with the theoretical prediction for, say, 
aluminium, where 6 = Ô - 2 , is several times larger, is caused by 
the different relaxation processes which are dominant in the two 
metals. Our experimental value is consistent with the theoretical 
analysis.
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CHAPTER IX - PLATINUM

9ol . Results

The hyperfine fields at a nucleus increase with atomic number so
it is expected that metals with high atomic numbers will have a
large relaxation rate. This is the case with platinum (atomic no. 78)
where at 77°K the Zeeman relaxation time is comparable to T^» Thus
measurements of T^^^ must be made in the liquid helium temperature
range. The following results were obtained.

Temp. %

4.2°K 7 .3 2  + 0.10ms 5 .8 5  + 0 .15ms 1 .2 5 + 0 .0 7

1 .5 5°K 20 .1 + 0 .2ms 15.4 + 0 .6ms 1 -3 0 j+ 0 .0 7

The resonance line was inhomogeneously broadened as evidenced
by the fact that a pulse sequence ^ - t - x produced a spin echo 

28at time 2t. This requires a magnetic field inhomogeneity across 
the sample in excess of the natural llnewidth, a situation not common 
in solids. In this case the source of the inhomogeneity was not the 
magnetic field so a further source must be found to explain the 
echo formation,
9,2. Discussion of Results

The quoted purity of the platinum powder was 99.99$ so it is 
unlikely that the observed inhomogeneity was caused by the presence 
of magnetic Impurities. It was first pointed out by Drain^^ that 
magnetic resonance lines in solids could be broadened by macroscopic 
field inhomogeneities produced by the bulk magnetism of the sample.
This must be taken into account in platinum which has both a narrow
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line due to exchange narrowing and a high magnetic susceptibility.
When seen under a microscope the metal powder consisted of different
sizes of scales or discs which have large demagnetising factors.
Random orientations of these scales could produce the observed
inhomogeneity 0 The decay time of the observed Induction decay was
2 5 0qs and the decay time of the echo envelope was about Ims, in good

64 65agreement with previous measurements of T^, ' The short induction
decay implies an inhomogeneity of about 4,4 x 10 ^ teslas which is

 ̂ -4much larger than the value of 0 .6  x 10 teslas predicted by Drain 
for randomly oriented spheroidal particles. However a disk would 
give a larger change in demagnetising factor with orientation than 
the particles he considers.

It must be pointed out that in the case of copper it was not 
possible to measure T^^^ satisfactorily when T^^^^-IOT^. However in 
the case of platinum the value of B obtained when T.j 6T_ agrees 
well with the value obtained when T^^^ is longer. It can only be 
assumed that it is the presence of the two isotopes in copper which 
leads to this discrepancy.

The three metals discussed in previous sections have all 
possessed quadrupole moments, a fact which has greatly complicated 
the analysis of B , Platinum has ohly one isotope with a nuclear 
magnetic moment and spin -p and therefore no quadrupole moment. The 
natural linewidth of the platinum resonance is almost an order of 
magnitude narrower than that expected from dipolar broadening. This 
is attributed to exchange narrowing between like spins. The dipolar
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interaction between nearest neighbours in platinum cannot exceed
130 Hz which is small compared to the strength of the exchange

66interaction of about 4kHz , According to the theory of section (3.3«2.)
this should lead to a value of 6 less than two and indeed this is borne
out by the measurements, We can write ô = 2 - 2e in the presence of
a strong exchange interaction, where the measured value of e for

platinum is e = 0.3^ + ,04,
9 .3 » Discussion of Theory

Platinum, like vanadium, is a transition metal so the conduction
electrons form an s-band and a d-band. This means that relaxation
is caused not only by the contact interaction but also through the
mechanisms of core polarization, and orbital and spin-dipolar interactions
An estimate of the relative importance of these interactions has been

59made by Yafet and Jaccarino , In the case where the relative weights 
of ! 7̂  and orbitals are equal they estimate that about 25$ of the
observed relaxation rate is due to core polarization, about 4o$ is 
due to the orbital interaction and about 35$ is due to the contact 
interaction. Thus it is difficult to calculate a value of 6 because 
the effects of interacting electrons is not known in the case where 
the relaxation is not solely via the contact interaction. Also the 
existing theory of these effects is strictly only applicable to simple 
metals with spherical Permi surfaces. A qualitative value of 6 can be 
calculated by naively neglecting these considerations. The measured 
electron spin susceptibility is a factor of two greater than the value 
calculated from low temperature specific heat measurements^^, which 
makes the enhancement parameter a = 0.5» However the susceptibility.
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proportional to the density of states of the electrons, calculated from
specific heat measurements must be regarded as an upper limit since the
density of states measured in this way is an enhanced value due to the
electron - phonon interaction. Use of the ’bare’ electron density of
states would reduce the calculated susceptibility and hence increase a.

8 -1Inserting a =* 0»5 and = 0.99 x 10 cm , where k^ is the wave vector 
at the Fermi surface, into the theory of Wolff gives 6 ~ 1.79» This 
value would be reduced if a were larger but it seems unlikely that a 
value of 5 - 1.28 could be explained in this way. It is possible that 
electron interactions have more effect on the neglected relaxation 
processes than on the contact interaction but a more likely 
explanation of the discrepancy is the neglect of the structure of the 
Permi surface.
9.4. Summary

The ratio of Zeeman to dipolar relaxation times has been measured 
in platinum. The value obtained, 6 = 1.28 + .07, is consistent with 
the presence of the dominant exchange Interaction between nuclei.
A calculated value, using a theory incorporating electron-electron 
interactions, is larger than the experimental value. This is thought 
to be due either to the Permi surface of platinum being more complicated 
than simple Permi surface assumed in the theory, or to the effects of 
electron correlations on dipolar relaxation caused by interactions 
other than the contact interaction.
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CHAPTER X -  CADMIUM

10,1 « Results
At the onset of this work no measurements of the variation of 

the Zeeman relaxation time with temperature in cadmium had been
115reported in the literature so we undertook to measure in Cd ^

over as wide a temperature range as possible* The values obtained
are listed below with^ for comparison^ the values calculated from
the Korringa relation using published Knight shifts.
Temp, T (meas) T T(ms*K) (a H/h ) T T (calc) (ms*K)I ̂  I ̂  1 SO I z
Î O'̂ K 3 .63+,3 6ms 545+60 0 .36$ 410
77°K 6.5:^+.23m8 507+20 0.35# 435
4.2°K 139 + 7ms 5&&^30 0.34$ 46l
1,4°K 403 + 20ms 565+20 0 .34$ 46l

Cadmium has two isotopes with nuclear magnetic momensts, both only 
about 12$ abundant. The resulting poor sensitivity meant that T^^^ 
could only be measured at helium temperatures. The two values for

113Cd obtained were:-

Temp. Tidd %
4,2“K 9 6 + 6ms 1 .4 5 + . 1 5

1 .4°K 311 + 20ms 1 .3 0 + .1 5

10.2, Discussion of Results
The Knight shift in cadmium shows an unusually large temperature 

dependence changing by 72$ of its low temperature value between 
4,2°K and the melting point. The small change of about 10$ seen 
in other metals can usually be explained by a change in the lattice
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parameters with temperature « This can be verified experimentally by
reversing the expansion rf the lattice with increasing temperature by

71applying pressureo However Kushida and Rimal ' have shown from 
measurements of the pressure dependence of the Knight shift in 
cadmium that in this case the temperature dependence cannot be 
attributed to a change in the lattice parameters. It can be seen
that the values cf T obtained, experimentally are of the order of
20# longer than the values calculated by the Korringa relation and the
temperature variation of T, T closely parallels that of the Knight
shift. An extension cf .ur measurements up t^ and beyond the melting
point has been carried cut by Dickson' whc found the same as
above to hold over the whole range to the melting point. Above the
melting point the measured and calculated values of T T differed by
about The fact that an enhanced Korringa relation is obeyed over
the whole temperature range implies that the temperature dependence
is due to some variation of the electronic properties in cadmium.

A similar case of a large temperature dependence cf the Knight
shift and T^^T has been reported in the intermetallic compound 

73AuGSg o This was explained by considering a change in the character 
of the Fermi surface. At low temperatures the electron-nuoleus 
interaction was predominantly core-polarization due to a large 
component of p-type electron wave function at the Fermi surface.
As the temperature was raised the s-type wave function became more 
predominant and the interaction was thus mainly the contact interaction. 
This model explained the variation of the Knight shift and T^^T with



temperature but due to the difficulty of constructing a sensible
band, structure the explanation remained phenomenological. Using the

74band structure of Stark and Falikov for cadmium this same model
75has been applied ‘ in a more rigorous manner to fully explain the

temperature variation of the Knight shift in this metal. The effect
was shown theoretically to be due to the temperature washing out of
electronic structural effects to T=0°Kg which are due to strong
pseudopotentials„

The first measurement of T.̂ ̂  in cadmium was made by Masuda^^ .
31using a continuous wave technique , He found that at room

temperature T̂  ̂ T 50ms“K̂, much less than the value predicted by the
Korringa relation, so other relaxation processes were used to
explain the discrepancy. It has now been shown that this value is 

7?wrong and at room temperature the value of T^^T is in excess of the 
predicted value. The Importance of relaxation mechanisms other than 
the contact interaction can be estimated. At low temperatures 
cadmium has an s-band and a d-band. As the temperature is increased 
the importance of the d-band diminishes and the anisotropic Knight 
shift is explained by the interaction with p-type electrons.
Therefore in considering other relaxation processes only s-type 
and p-type electrons will be considered. The use of d-type electrons 
would not affect the conclusions and would modify the details only 
slightly.

46Obata has calculated, for p-bands in cubic metals,the rate of 
relaxation to be expected from the dipolar and orbital interactions.
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To apply this equation to cadmium values of N(Ep), the free electron
total density of states at the Fermi surface, and are
required. The density of states can be obtained from the low

77temperature specific heat data of Phillips which leads to
in 1N(Ep) - 1 8 *2 X 10 erg” atom”1 An estimate of can be

made using the optical hyperfine splitting parameters, ai and a^/_
78 ^of Lurio and Novick and standard formulae quoted by Kopfermann*^^,

The hyperfine splitting parameters are given by
1(1+1)

where

and

with

^l+i ^n,l r

Fr ( j , z )  =  h ( j _ ±  | ,k a  t _ i )

p ( 4 p  »  1 )

P
in2(j+i)

were calculated using ai and a3/2 and the average
25 -3

3 X 10 cm in agreement with the value used

Values of 
value was
by Masuda . Inserting these values into Obata’s formula gives 
T^gT = 2 0sec*K, thus the neglect of these relaxation processes is 
Justified.

The fact that the Knight shift shows a Jump of 33^ at the melting
72point is interpreted by Dickson to mean that the core-polarization 

contribution has vanished. He estimated that in the solid

ĉp'̂ ^̂ c ontact' % where K = (6 H/H). Yafet and Jaccarino^^ have
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calculated the contribution to the relaxation rate due to core 
polarization. Compared to the relaxation rate due to the contact 
interaction we have

. 1  (K A  .
3 op .contact

contact

3ÔÔ contact
in the case of cadmium, so this contribution can be neglected.

Thus the relaxation in cadmium is due mainly to the contact 
interaction whereas the Knight shift has a small contribution due to 
core-polarization. After allowing for this contribution a value of a 
can be deduced from the enhanced Korringa relation. Using the theory

j I 'I ^
of Moriya and interpolating the table of Narath and Weaver a 
value of a - 0 .5 2  is obtained.

The density of states derived from specific heat measurements 
can also be used to calculate § , the s-content of the electron wave 
function at the Fermi surface, by substituting in the Knight shift 
formula. This procedure requires independent values of the spin

/i s\susceptibility and ( \(^) ) The susceptibility was calculated
using = Xo(1-a)~ where Xo - N(Ep) and the (l-a)“ factor
allows for the enhancement due to many body effects. |<^ (O) ^ ^

78was obtained from the optical hyperfine parameter a^ We suppose 
that

where

F
2- = 0-7

1/"/I A
2^ is the probability density at the nucleus for a

", ' 1 1'.- >4^1 . ». ■■■ -1 i" :
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5s electron in the free atom. The factor 0.7 allows for the expansion 
of the wave function in the metal. The s-content is introduced 
through

/ U, (0) 1  ( 4 ^

The measured values of the Knight shifts were adjusted by allowing for 
the core polarization contribution. The derived values were substituted

where K is a relativistic correction (1.28 in this Gase),'Xg is in c.g.s
volume units andÜ  is the atomic volume. This leads to 0 == 0.242 at
77°K and ^  - 0.235 at 4.2°K. This is in essential agreement with

74the band structure calculations of Stark and Palikov
The second moment of cadmium at room temperature^^ is 

20.53(kHz) which is more than ten times the value for classical 
dipolar coupling which is 0.045(kHz) . The extra broadening is 
attributed to exchange broadening^^ or pseudo-dipolar broadening^
The large exchange interaction would lead one to predict a value 
of 6 less than 2 provided some correlation was present, which is 
the case as can be seen from the non-zero value of a, Wolff’s 
theory for b should be more valid for cadmium because of the large 
contact interaction contribution to the relaxation. However a 
value of 6 predicted in this way can still have only qualitative 
meaning as the Perm! surface does not meet the requirements of 
the theory. A value of 6 ~ 1 .9 0 is obtained.
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Cadmium has two isotopes with nuclear moments so before the 

experimental and theoretical results can be compared the measured 
value must be corrected in a similar manner to copper. The equation 
connecting the real and apparent values is:-

T 113 T T 111 T 113
f -  .

Idd 1dd Idd Iz
Because the two isotopes are similar in abundance and gyromagnetic 
ratio, and because the dominant contribution to the second moment 
is due to terms coupling unlike spins we will take A, = 0.5.

Since = O .91 and “ 1.37 we have
Ô = 1 .4 3 + .1 5.

10.3" Summary
The measured values of T̂  ̂ T in cadmium are larger than the values 

predicted by the Korringa relation. This is attributed to electron- 
electron‘interactions and after separating from the Korringa product 
contributions from non-s-type electrons an estimate of the strength 
of these interactions is obtained by evaluating a, the enhancement 
parameter. Using this same parameter to calculate 8 leads to a 
theoretical value greater than the measured value. Due to the 
relaxation being dominated by the contact interaction the unknown 
effects of correlations on other relaxation mechanisms cannot be 
invoked to explain this discrepancy. It appears that the departure 
of the Fermi surface in cadmium from that required by the theory must 
be the cause of the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental 
values of b ,
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CHAPTER XI - SUMMARY 
This thesis is a report of an experimental and theoretical 

investigation of dipolar spin-lattice relaxation times in pure metals. 
Both the usual Zeeman as well as the dipolar relaxation times were 
measured as a function of temperature in Al^, Cu, V, Cd^^ and Pt.
The metals AI, Cu and V all have nuclear spin > so they show strong 
quadrupole effects which complicate the analysis. Non-exponential 
spin-lattice decays are observed in these metals. A model explaining 
this and leading to the elucidation of the true dipolar relaxation 
time is presented. These complications are not present for Cd and 
Pt since they both have nuclear spin ^ and hence no quadrupole moment. 
In these metals however the dipolar relaxation is strongly influenced 
by the presence of indirect nuclear-nuclear couplings.

These measurements require the use of a phase-coherent pulse 
spectrometer capable of measuring spin-lattice relaxation times 
over a wide temperature range. A suitable apparatus and the 
experimental techniques are described.

The parameter discussed in the relevant theories of dipolar 
relaxation is Ô , the ratio of Zeeman to dipolar relaxation times.
The following values were found.

AI 6 =: 2.15 + .07
Cu 6 =: 2 .0 8 .15
V Ô =: 2.15 .2 0

Pt 6 =: 1 .2 8 .07
Cd Ô =: 1.43 "15
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The overlap with previous investigations concerned the metals AI 
and Cuo The results reported here are in considerably better 
agreement with theory.

The general characteristic of the results is the need to invoke 
electron-electron interactions in an explanation of the values of 6 . 
The measurements in Pt and V are difficult to interpret because 
their dominant relaxation mechanisms are not discussed in existing 
theories. A theory of nuclear relaxation which considers the 
effects of a delta-function interaction between electrons partially 
explains the remaining results but a residual discrepancy exists in 
all cases. This may be due to the restrictive assumptions of the 
theory which make it relevant only to simple metals. Of the metals 
investigated here Cu approaches the requirements most closely. 
However application of the theory to a simple metal such as Na still 
leaves a discrepancy between predicted and measured values of 6 ,
The effects of introducing a finite range to the electron-electron 
interaction are discussed.

It appears that failure to fully explain the results is due in 
part to the inherent inadequacies of existing theories and in part 
to the complicated electronic structures of the metals investigated 
which make the formulation of a more general theory very difficult.
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